Competing risks arise with time-to-event data when individuals are at risk of more than one type of event and the occurrence of one event precludes the occurrence of all other events. A useful measure with competing risks is the cause-specific cumulative incidence function (CIF), which gives the probability of experiencing a particular event as a function of follow-up time, accounting for the fact that some individuals may have a competing event. When modelling the cause-specific CIF, the most common model is a semi-parametric proportional subhazards model. In this paper we propose the use of flexible parametric survival models to directly model the cause-specific CIF where the effect of follow-up time is modelled using restricted cubic splines. The models provide smooth estimates of the cause-specific CIF with the important advantage that the approach is easily extended to model time-dependent effects. The models can be fitted using standard survival analysis tools by a combination of data expansion and introducing time-dependent weights. Various link functions are available that allow modelling on different scales and have proportional subhazards, proportional odds and relative absolute risks as particular cases. We conduct a simulation study to evaluate how well the spline functions approximate subhazard functions with complex shapes. The methods are illustrated using data from the European Blood and Marrow Transplantation Registry showing excellent agreement between parametric estimates of the cause-specific CIF and those obtained from a semi-parametric model. We also fit models relaxing the proportional subhazards assumption using alternative link functions and/or including time-dependent effects.
Introduction
Competing risks arise with time-to-event data when individuals are at risk of more than one type of event and the occurrence of one event precludes the occurrence of all the other events [1, 2] . A classic example is when interest lies in mortality due to a particular disease; individuals are at risk of dying from a number of different causes and dying of one particular cause makes it impossible to die of another cause. A key quantity in the analysis of competing risks data is the cause-specific cumulative incidence function (CIF). The cause-specific CIF gives the probability of experiencing a P.C. Lambert Statistics in Medicine effects. Section 5 discusses the results and presents ideas for further research.
Methods
With competing risks data both the survival time, T and the event type (k = 1, . . . , K) are considered. In addition, let C denote the time to right censoring so that only the min(T, C) is observed. The cause-specific cumulative incidence function (CIF), F k (t) for cause k, is defined as,
This gives the probability of experiencing the event for cause k by time t in the presence of competing risks. Note that the sum of all K cause-specific CIFs gives the total CIF. For example, if the events are deaths due to different causes, then the sum of the cause-specific CIFs gives the all-cause probability of death, i.e. The cause-specific hazard function, h k (t), for cause k is also of interest. This is defined,
This gives the instantaneous event rate and only those who have not had a previous event, be it the event of interest or a competing event, are still considered to be at risk of the event. Note that the sum of all the K cause-specific hazard functions gives the total hazard rate, i.e. K k=1 h k (t) = h(t), where h(t) is the all-cause hazard function. Continuing with the example where the events are different causes of death then the sum of the mortality rates for each cause gives the all-cause mortality rate.
The relationship between the cause-specific hazard functions for causes k = 1, . . . , K and the cause-specific CIF for cause k is,
A key point here is the probability of having event k by time t depends upon the cause-specific hazards of all events under consideration and not just the cause-specific hazard for event k. Thus, when estimating the cause-specific CIF using cause-specific hazards, separate models need to be fitted for each event under consideration. The aim of this paper is to consider models where the effects of covariates can be related directly to the cause-specific CIF for a specific cause k without the need to model the other causes. In the next section we describe proportional subhazards models and then go on to describe a range of potential transformations of the cause-specific CIF.
Proportional subdistribution hazards models
The subdistribution hazard function for cause k, h s k (t), is the hazard function obtained when transforming from the causespecific CIF [5] . The interpretation of the subdistribution hazard is somewhat awkward as individuals who have experienced a competing event are still considered to be at risk of the event of interest. However, it enables direct modelling of the cause-specific CIF and estimation of covariate effects (log subhazard ratios) that are related to differences in cause-specific CIFs. However, it is worth stressing that one cannot interpret a subhazard ratio in the same way as a hazard ratio from a cause-specific model [1, 13] .
A model for the cause-specific subhazard function for covariate pattern x and parameters β takes a similar form to the Cox model,
This is a proportional subhazards model where h s 0k (t) is the baseline subhazard function. The Fine and Gray model is the most common approach [5] where the only parameters that are directly estimated are the log subhazard ratios since, like the Cox model, the baseline is not incorporated into the likelihood.
In the following section we propose a parametric alternative where the baseline is directly estimated and can be used for prediction of cause-specific CIFs.
Likelihood
We first consider the standard situation when there is only a single event, for example death from any cause. Let t i denote the time to the event or censoring for the i th subject, where t i = min(T i , C i ). The binary event indicator, d i , takes the value 1 for an event and 0 otherwise. The contribution to the log likelihood of individual i is
where h(t) is the hazard function and H(t) is the cumulative hazard function where
We now consider there to be a competing event so now t i denotes the time to one of the two events with binary event indicators, d 1i and d 2i , for the primary (event 1) and competing (event 2) events respectively, taking the values 1 if the event occurred and zero otherwise. If we first consider a situation when there is no censoring then when estimating the cause-specific CIF we assume that those who have a competing event are still at risk for the primary event. Although this can seem counterintuitive, if one considers there to be N people at risk at the start of study and D 1 of them die of the primary event by 5 years, the five year cumulative incidence is simply D 1 /N , i.e. the denominator is all those at risk at the start of the study. Within a likelihood setting, with no censoring, let t * denote the potential follow-up time for those who have a competing event. A sensible choice for t * would be the maximum observed follow-up time. The contribution of the i th subject to the log likelihood is now
where H 2 1 (t) is the cumulative subhazard function for the primary event. Thus, in the situation with no censoring we can use standard parametric methods to estimate the cause-specific CIF of the event of interest simply by keeping those who experience a competing event in the riskset [14] .
However, things are more complicated in practice as we nearly always have to deal with censoring. This was dealt with by Fine and Gray by calculating probability of censoring weights. These were estimated non-parametrically, but here we use a flexible parametric survival model. For each subject that has a competing event there is some probability function that they will be censored as the time since their competing event increases and this needs to be taken into account within the log likelihood. Let G(t) = P (C ≥ t) be the probability of not being censored by time t. Initially we will assume that G(t) is common for all subjects. Let G(t|t i ) be the probability that a subject is not censored by time t after having the competing event at time, t i . This conditional censoring distribution is used to obtain the weights for those subjects having P.C. Lambert Statistics in Medicine a competing event. The time-dependent weights, w i (t) for subject i are defined as,
The likelihood now becomes,
If there is no censoring then equation (4) reduces to equation (2) . To implement in practice the integral in equation (4) can be approximated by splitting the time-scale after a competing event into a finite number of intervals and assuming that the weight is constant within each interval. The number of intervals per subject, N i , will vary as the length of follow-up will depend on the time of their competing event. The likelihood becomes,
The advantage of this approach is that after restructuring the data by creating extra rows for those with a competing event and calculating the weights we can use standard parametric survival models to estimate the cause-specific CIF as long as the software allows weights to be incorporated into the likelihood and delayed entry. One important question is how sensitive the estimates are to the width of the intervals. This is addressed in section 3 in a simulation study.
A further issue is that the weights have to be estimated. We describe how we use a flexible parametric survival model to estimate the censoring distribution in section 2.4. The model for the censoring distribution can be independent of the covariates or covariates can be included. As the weights have to be estimated they have some uncertainty. Fine and Gray used a sandwich-type estimator to incorporate the uncertainty in the estimation of the weights [5] . Geskus performed a simulation study that showed the sandwich-based standard errors tended to be too small and suggested the model-based standard error performed better [6] . In large samples, the difference between the two approaches should be negligible.
Flexible Parametric Survival Models
Many different parametric models could be used, but we focus on flexible parametric survival models that incorporate restricted cubic splines to model the baseline and any time-dependent effects [11] . We first describe the models in a causespecific hazard setting, before explaining how they can be used to directly model cause-specific CIFs.
Proportional hazards models
The models are estimated on the log cumulative hazard scale.
where H(t|x i ) is the cumulative hazard function for covariate pattern x i , H 0 (t) is the baseline cumulative hazard function and β is a vector of log hazard ratios. The baseline log cumulative hazard function is estimated using restricted cubic splines [15] , so that,
where s (log(t)|γ, k 0 ) is a restricted cubic spline function of log(t) with a vector of knots, k 0 , and associated parameters, γ. Boundary knots are placed at the minimum and maximum event times with the internal knots at even distributed centiles of the event times. For example, with 5 knots, this will be at the 0 th , 25 th , 50 th , 75 th and 100 th centiles of the event times.
The survival function can be obtained as follows,
and the hazard function is
The parameters can be estimated using standard maximum likelihood techniques [16] using equation (1), as the hazard function and cumulative hazard function have an analytic derivation. This is an advantage of using splines on the log cumulative hazard scale as opposed to the log hazard scale since with the former we can directly obtain analytical forms for both the hazard and cumulative hazard functions, but with the latter evaluation of the cumulative hazard function often requires numerical integration [17] .
The restricted cubic splines are defined as follows. For knots, k 1 , . . . , k K , a restricted cubic spline function of y = log(t) can be written
The derived variables z j (also known as the basis functions) are calculated as follows:
The hazard function involves the derivatives of the spline function, but these can be obtained using,
where
Flexible parametric models for the cumulative incidence function
When fitting the models using the expanded data with time-dependent weights the model directly estimates the log cumulative sub-hazard function and log-subhazard ratios, i.e.
is the cumulative subhazard function for cause k and H s k0 (t) is the baseline cumulative subhazard function, which is modelled using a restricted cubic splines function, s (log(t)|γ, k 0 ).
The estimate of the censoring distribution is obtained by fitting a flexible parametric model where being censored is considered as the event, i.e. 1 − d 1i − d 2i . This gives a parametric expression for G(t) to evaluate the weights in equation 3. It is common to assume that the censoring time is independent of covariates, but it is simple when modelling to allow the censoring distribution, and thus the weights, to depend on covariates [18, 19] .
The predicted cause-specific CIF can be obtained by,
Thus, this is a parametric version of the Fine and Gray model, where the baseline log cumulative hazard function is directly estimated together with the log subhazard ratios. The model can be fitted using standard parametric survival P.C. Lambert Statistics in Medicine model software when applied to the expanded data and incorporating the time-dependent weights, for example stpm2 in Stata [12] and Rstpm2 in R [20] .
When using the flexible parametric modelling approach various link functions can be used and will lead to models being fitted on other scales. These are described in the following section.
Alternative link functions
The model in equation (6) describes a model on the log cumulative subhazard scale. Royston and Parmar [21] discussed a number of different link functions applied to the survival function. Similar transformations can be applied to the causespecific CIF through a general link function, g(),
Thus for the proportional subhazards model described in section 2.
Other possible link functions are shown in Table 1 . Having a choice of link functions for the cause-specific CIF has been labelled general transformation methods. Previous work has used rank-based least squares estimation [22] and pseudovalues [7, 8] .
Of the link functions in Table 1 , the log(-log) link gives the proportional subhazards model; however the logit link gives a proportional odds model. However, the resulting odds ratios do not have as simple an interpretation as models in a single event setting [23] . This is because the denominator is the probability of not having the event, which includes both those who are alive and those who have died of other causes [24] . The log link gives the absolute risk regression model where exp(β) gives the relative risk of the event [24] . This has a far simpler interpretation than models using the other link functions. However, a potential disadvantage is that there is no constraint on the predicted probabilities being less than one. This will not be a problem in many data sets and will only cause issues in situations with high absolute risks or if trying to extrapolate beyond the range of the data. The probit model incorporating restricted cubic splines for the baseline was proposed by Royston and Parmar in the standard survival analysis setting [11] . The Aranda-Ordaz link function [25] was also described by Royston and Parmar, following on from work by Younes and Lachin [26] . This is a fairly general link function with the proportional subhazards (θ = 0) and proportional odds (θ = 1) as special cases. Tutz also used this link function in a discrete time competing risks setting to model the overall hazard function in compound models [27] . A disadvantage with these general link functions is that although one may get a better fitting model, the coefficients may not have simple interpretations. However, if interest lies solely in prediction of cause-specific CIFs then one is less concerned about the interpretability of individual coefficients.
Time-dependent effects
For all of the link functions described in Table 1 it is possible to fit interactions between selected covariates and time, to relax the proportionality assumption on the various scales. These are fitted in the same way as models with a single event [28] . The interaction could be a simple linear function of time or log(time), but we keep in the spirit of the flexible parametric approach by incorporating interactions with spline functions. For example, in the situation where one covariate, x 1 , is considered to have a time-dependent effect,
Note that the separate spline function for the interaction with x 1 may have a different vector of knots, k 1 , than the baseline. Here departures from proportionality are being modelled and this will usually be less complicated than the baseline itself and thus will require fewer knots [29] . Statistics in Medicine P.C. Lambert 
Simulation Study
We first describe a simulation study to investigate the estimation approach in terms of estimating subhazard ratios and cause-specific CIFs in a proportional subhazards setting. We simulate 4 scenarios under the assumption of proportional subhazards for the event of interest and proportional cause-specific hazards for the competing event. Note that this will lead to the cause-specific hazard for the event of interest not being proportional between groups [30] . When modelling, we use restricted cubic splines as an approximation and thus rather than generating data from a distribution that incorporates a restricted cubic spline function, we simulate from a complex parametric distribution in order to see how well the spline functions estimate the complex 'truth' [31] . We use a mixture Weibull distribution for this where,
The simulation strategy is described in more detail below.
1. We considered two events, with event 1 of primary interest and event 2 the competing event.
2. The subhazard function for event 1 was assumed to be from a mixture Weibull distribution. The parameters for the 4 scenarios are shown in Table 2 . 3. The cause-specific hazard function for event 2 (the competing event) was assumed to follow a mixture Weibull distribution. The parameters for the 4 scenarios are shown in Table 2 . 4. There was one covariate of interest, x, with a log-subhazard ratio, β s for event 1 and a cause-specific log hazard ratio, β c for event 2. The parameters for the 4 scenarios are shown in Table 2 .
5. Given the subhazard function for event 1 and the cause-specific hazard function for event 2 it is possible to simulate competing risks data [30] . The simulation of the data requires a combination of numerical integration and root finding following the approach of Crowther and Lambert [32] . 6. The sample size for each simulated dataset was 1000. Follow-up was restricted to 5 years with any simulated time after 5 years censored at 5 years. 7. The censoring distribution was generated from a Weibull distribution (λ = 0.15, γ = 1.3). This gives a marginal probability of censoring of 0.139, 0.465 and 0.703 by 1, 3 and 5 years respectively. 8. 1000 datasets were generated for each scenario. 9. For simulated individuals who had a competing event, we evaluated splits every 0.01, 0.1, 0.2, 0.5 and 1 years to incorporate the probability of censoring weights. 10. Flexible parametric models with a log(-log) link, i.e. assuming proportional subhazards were fitted. We evaluated models using 4, 6 and 8 knots for the baseline.
The true cause-specific CIF for cause 1, together with its associated subhazard and cause-specific hazard functions and the cause-specific hazard for event 2 are shown in Figures 1 and 2 for all 4 scenarios.
The bias and coverage of the log-subhazard ratios and the cause-specific CIFs evaluated at 1, 3 and 5 years are shown in Table 3 . In general there is little bias in any of the estimates and coverage is close to the nominal 95%. Exceptions are in scenario 1, where the bias in the cause-specific CIF at 5 years is over 1 percentage point when using yearly splits, scenario 2 when there are not sufficient knots to model the underlying subhazard function, scenario 3 where the splits in the time-scale are at yearly intervals after the competing event and scenario 4 where the bias is higher at 5 years. In summary, the simulations show that there is negligible bias if (i) there are enough split points and (ii) there are enough knots to capture the shape of the cause-specific CIF. x=1 Figure 1 . Simulation scenarios 1 and 2: Cause-specific cumulative incidence function, subhazard function and cause-specific hazard function for primary event (event 1) and cause-specific hazard function for competing event (event 2). x is a binary covariate as described in point 4 in section 3.
European Blood and Marrow Transplantation Data
We use data from the European Blood and Marrow Transplantation (EBMT) registry, previously described by de Wreede et al. and available as part of the mstate package in R [33] . There are 1977 patients who received an allogeneic bone marrow transplantation. The two competing events are relapse and death (from any cause). There is only one covariate, EBMT risk score, which is coded as a three level factor (low, medium and high risk). The EBMT risk score impacts both the rate of relapse and the rate of death. The cause-specific CIFs estimate the probability of relapse before death and the probability of death before having a relapse. Simulation scenarios 3 and 4: Cause-specific cumulative incidence function, subhazard function and cause-specific hazard function for primary event (event 1) and cause-specific hazard function for competing event (event 2). x is a binary covariate as described in point 4 in section 3. Figure 3 shows the Aalen-Johansen estimates of the cause-specific CIFs by EBMT risk score. There is clear separation between the cause-specific CIFs between the three groups for both relapse and death.
Proportional subdistribution hazards models
Flexible parametric survival models were fitted for the log cumulative baseline subhazard function separately for each of the outcomes (death and relapse). For those with a competing event, the time-scale was split every 0.1 years to incorporate the time-dependent weights. The weights were estimated from a flexible parametric survival model with 4 knots (3df) for the baseline restricted cubic splines. Table 4 shows the estimated sub-hazard ratios from a Fine and Gray model and Figure 3 . Non-parametric estimates of the cause-specific CIFs flexible parametric spline based models with between 4 and 7 knots (3-6 degrees of freedom (df)) to model the baseline log cumulative subhazard function. There is very good agreement between the estimated subdistribution hazard ratios and their 95% confidence intervals for all models. Both Akaikes information criterion (AIC) and the Bayesian information criterion (BIC) can be used as an informal guide to knot selection [31] and these are also shown in Table 4 . For the relapse model the the lowest AIC is for 5 df and the lowest BIC is for 4df. For the death model the lowest AIC and BIC are both 5 df. There was very little difference in the predicted CIFs between any of the parametric models. For example the largest difference when using 5 and 6 knots was 0.0025 for relapse and 0.0044 death and when comparing 6 and 7 knots was 0.00062 for relapse and 0.0022 for death. For the remainder of the paper, 6 knots (5 df) will be used to model the baseline log cumulative subhazard functions. Figure 4 shows that the estimated cause-specific CIF by score group from a Fine and Gray model and the flexible parametric model are very similar. Figure 5 compares the estimated cause-specific CIF from the proportional subhazards flexible parametric model with the non-parametric Aalen-Johansen estimates. For relapse, there is poor agreement with large differences between the parametric and non-parametric estimates. The reason for this is that the assumption of proportional subhazards is unreasonable here. The plot for death shows much better agreement between the flexible parametric model estimates and the non-parametric estimates indicating that proportional subdistribution hazards is a more reasonable assumption.
The violation of the proportional subhazards assumption can be dealt with by either modelling using an alternative link function or fitting an interaction between the covariate of interest and the effect of time. These are described in sections 4.2 and 4.3 respectively.
Modelling with other link functions
The upper part of Table 5 shows the estimated parameters for EBMT risk score group from a proportional subhazards model, a proportional odds model, a proportional relative absolute risk model, a probit model and from a model using the To explore the effect of modelling the censoring distribution we refitted the models using the different link functions where the weights were obtained by fitting a flexible parametric survival model for the censoring distribution assuming proportional hazards for the effect of score. The parameters and their 95% confidence intervals are shown in the lower half of Table 5 . The coefficients and 95% confidence intervals for Medium Risk are very similar both weighting schemes. There is more difference for the coefficients for High Risk. The hazard ratios for Low Risk and High Risk from the flexible parametric survival model for the censoring distribution were 1.10 and 1.71 respectively and so it is not surprising that there is a larger difference in the coefficients for High Risk between the weighting schemes.
A disadvantage of the Aranda-Ordaz and probit models is that the coefficients do not have a simple interpretation. However, if one is just interested in prediction of the cause-specific CIF then one is less concerned with interpretation of coefficients. Figure 6 shows the corresponding model based estimates of the cause-specific CIFs for relapse compared to the non-parametric estimates for the 5 different link functions. This figure shows that the best fitting model according to the AIC/BIC also gives the best visual fit.
Time-dependent effects
As discussed above, the coefficients of the Aranda-Ordaz link function are difficult to interpret. It may be preferable to fit a model where time-dependence is dealt with by fitting interactions with the relevant covariate(s). An advantage of this approach is that it is possible to assume proportionality for some covariates whilst relaxing this assumption for other covariates.
An interaction between the indicator variables denoting medium and high risk and log(time) was fitted for the log(-log) link function. This relaxed the proportional subhazards assumption. The use of more complicated restricted cubic spline functions was investigated, but log(time) had the lowest AIC (3305.558) and BIC (3346.606). These were both lower than the corresponding values from the proportional subhazards model shown in Table 5 . However, it is worth noting that the Aranda-Ordaz link function still gives the lowest AIC/BIC. Figure 7(a) shows the improvement in model fit with the relaxation of the proportionality assumption leading to more similarity between the empirical and model based estimates of the cause-specific CIFs for relapse. Figure 7(b) shows the subhazard ratio comparing the high and low risks groups as function of time. Due to the inclusion of those who have a competing event in the risk set, the interpretation of such a time-dependent measure is problematic; introducing time-dependence does not remove this problem.
The easiest to interpret model is probably the relative absolute risk model. However, of the five different link functions used, this model (log link) was the worse fitting under the proportionality assumption. Fitting an interaction with log(time) for the medium and high risk groups gave a lower AIC (3305.89) and BIC (3346.94) than from the proportional relative risk models in Table 5 . Again the Aranda-Ordaz link function had the lowest AIC/BIC. As when relaxing the proportional subhazards assumption, the fitted cause-specific CIFs were similar to the empirical estimates (Figure 7(c) ). Figure 7(d) shows the relative risk comparing the high and low risk groups as a function of time showing a greater relative difference earlier on in follow-up.
Discussion
In many areas of medicine prediction of absolute risk is important for making decisions for patients and planning of resources. We have presented parametric models that lead to direct estimates of the cause-specific CIF. The models are particularly useful if the absolute risk of one particular event is of interest as there is no need to fit a model for any estimates that are difficult to interpret. Gerds et al. have argued that the log-link model is the easiest to interpret [24] as it gives ratios (relative risks) of the cause-specific CIFs. We agree that of all the link functions this is the most simple to interpret, but a choice has to be made if this link function leads to a worse fit when compared to alternative link functions. In the EMBT example, the log-link function gave the highest AIC and BIC of the 5 different link function compared. One option is to allow one or more covariates to have time-dependent effects, i.e. making the ratio of the cause-specific CIFs being compared a function of time. Gerds et al. investigated time-dependent effects for the log-link using direct binomial regression, but here we use parametric models to relax any proportionality assumptions. If interest just lies in prediction of the cause-specific CIFs for certain covariate patterns then interpretation of individual model coefficients is far less important and here the user can be more relaxed in the choice of link function.
An issue for the models proposed here is that if one fits separate models for the cause-specific CIF for all event types there is no constraint to ensure the sum of the probabilities at any time t is less than 1. This is an issue with other models for the cause-specific CIF [7, 34, 35] . The problem does not occur for cause-specific hazards models. In order to impose such a constraint to the models proposed here, the models for each event type would need to be linked [24] .
The weighted likelihood needed to fit these models is based on an approximation by assuming the weights only vary within pre-specified intervals for those subjects having a competing event. The simulation study shows that under proportional subhazards estimates appear very stable and very fine splits may not be necessary. This is important for situations when one starts with a very large sample size, such as in registry studies.
In this paper we have estimated the censoring distribution using a flexible parametric model. It is a straightforward extension to incorporate covariates in the model for the censoring distribution. Indeed the Stata software allows users to specify covariates to be included in the model for the censoring distribution and to allow some or all of these to have time-dependent effects to relax the proportional hazards assumption.
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We believe these models to be useful when one is interested in the absolute risk of a specific cause. However, due to the fact that the cause-specific CIF depends on the cause-specific hazard of both the event of interest and of competing causes, the models should not be used for assessing causality [36] . We agree with other authors who state that fitting models for both cause-specific hazards and the cause-specific CIF can lead to a better understanding of the disease and risk factors under study [1, 37] .
Appendix I: Stata code for models presented in Table 5 / 
Relative absolute risk
Aranda-Ordaz log for the log hazard ratio (β) and the cause-specific CIF (F 1 (t)) evaluated at 1, 3 and 5 years. Bias and coverage are shown for models with 3, 5 and 7 df for the baseline log cumulative subhazard function. Table 5 . Parameter estimates, AIC and BIC when using different link functions. Coefficents and bounds of 95% confidence intervals have been exponentiated for the log(-log), logit and log link functions. For (a) the censoring weights were estimated from a flexible parametric model with no covariates and for (b) the censoring weights were estimated from a flexible parametric model assuming proportion hazards for the the effect of risk group.
